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Introduction 
 
This free report may be one of the most interesting reports you’ll ever read (if you have the 
right perspective). 
 
There was a report I released a few years ago called “Super Eye Opener” that shared stories 
of women talking about the best sex they ever had… or the best orgasm…. or how they’re 
able to have sex from thought alone. 
 
As far as “women climaxing from thought alone”…. I tend to that they’re much like women 
who “orgasm via hypnosis”. 
 
With that said, years ago a close friend sent me a video where a guy hypnotized a woman into 
having an orgasm.  
 
He wanted my opinion.  
 
I expected it to be fake. In fact, you may have also seen hypnosis videos where women are 
pretending to have an orgasm. 
 
That’s what I expected to see…  
 
Before, I continue, I will say that I don't have the video anymore. I don't even know where it 
came from. I can’t find it. I’ve been looking for years… 
 
But any way, I remember at the time being so impressed with this video that I watched it 
repeatedly…I must have watched it over fifty times… then I finally had the video transcribed.  
 
Why did I do that, you ask? 
 
It’s simple…The hypnosis part wasn't that big of a deal to me. 
 
In fact, I no longer see hypnosis as this magical thing that people make it out to be.  
 
The part that was a big deal to me was that it was basically a person talking to another person 
and creating a powerful reaction. 
 
So, when I think back to all the times I talked to a woman and got her turned on, I don't label 
it as hypnosis.  
 
It's just talking and triggering emotions. 
 
In one of my reports, I mention a powerful lesson and I want you to remember this. 
 
 

https://superpowermedia.com/eye1-2024.html


The powerful lesson: “If you want to be elite at getting your woman 
turned on, then be a master at the strategic blending of pleasure and 
craving.” 

 
Most guys focus on ‘just pleasure’ to get a woman turned on (i.e. compliments, backrubs,  
Most women focus on ‘just craving’ to get the guy turned on (i.e. teasing him, making him 
wait, etc.) 
 
If you’re in the top 1%, then you’ll do both: You’ll be a master at the strategic blending of 
pleasure and craving. 
 
When you read this transcript below, you'll read how the hypnotist does both (pleasure + 
craving).  
 
It's pretty cool.  
 
In fact, I've highlighted each one for you. 
 
Warning: Adult Language! 

 

In fact, to make it super simple, I’ve marked off much of the pleasure talk in green. 

 

I will say, I didn't mark off every single pleasure comment in green, but a lot of the time when 

he got her to think of something pleasurable (i.e. getting comfortable, relaxing, foreplay, sex, 

etc.), you’ll see that it’s in green. 

If he talked about things that represented a craving, I put that in maroon. 
 
Also, sometimes something elicits pleasure and a craving. In these cases, I went with what I 
felt was the dominant one. 
 
Enjoy! 
 
(You should read it multiple times and pay attention of anything that sticks out.) 
 
Also: The interesting part about this is that he uses a similar structure that I often do which is 
to do the pleasure phase first (green part) → and then do the craving phase (maroon part) 
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Transcript is below.  
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The Hypnotist: What we're going to do today is called Erotic Hypnosis. There's nothing that 

I can make you do that you normally wouldn't do on your own accord. If you have any 

problems during the shoot [video shoot] whatsoever - immediately let me know. Do you have 

any questions? 

Her: Am I going to be going though some sort of ...trance. 

The Hypnotist: Trance. Yeah. 

 

continuing… 

 

Okay, what I'd like you to do now is to lie down and get comfortable on the couch. Put your 

feet straight down, arms on your side. Are you comfortable?  Yes.  Okay, what I'd like you to 

do now is to take a deep breath and let it out slowly. I'd like you to pick a spot on the ceiling, 

look at the spot at the ceiling. Notice how sharp and focused that spot on the ceiling is. 

Concentrate on that spot on the ceiling, notice how sharp and focused it is.  

 

I'd like you to let all of your muscles and you feel relaxed. Concentrate on that spot, let the 

muscles and the feet relax. Let the muscles in your stomach and back, breathing deeper and 

deeper, concentrating on that spot, letting the muscles in your stomach and back relax. And 

your shoulders and your chest, your arms, your hand, concentrating on that spot, noticing how 

sharpen and focus it is. You notice that the more you look at it, the sharper and more focused 

it is, the blurrier everything around it is becoming, that's perfectly natural, that's the way the 

eyes work. I can already see that you're blinking a little more rapidly, that too is natural.  

 

Concentrating on that spot. I'd like you to imagine now that there's a nice, warm glow on the 

bottoms of your feet. This nice warm glow is melting all of the tension in your feet relaxing 

all of the muscles, leaving nothing but a nice tingling sensation, relaxing all of the muscles in 

your feet, feel the tension dripping waves that makes warm glow travels up your legs, relaxing 

all of the muscles in your legs.  

 

Concentrating on that spot, noticing how blurry everything around that spot is becoming. 

Until your eyes close on their own accord concentrate on that spot, feel that nice warm glow 

as it travels up your legs, in your stomach, in your back, concentrating on that spot, feel that 

warm glow in your stomach and your back, all that tension dripping away. When that nice 

warm glow reaches your face, your eyes will close on their own accord. Let that nice warm 

glow num all of the muscles in your body, feel it now in your chest and your shoulders, your 

arms, your hands, your neck, your face. Feel that nice warm glow all over your body, your 

face, your head, your neck, your shoulders, until your eyes close on their own accord. Let 

yourself relax, feel how good it feels to let yourself relax this much. Right now, I would like 

you to imagine you're very safely and securely floating on a giant white puffy cloud, floating 

in the sky very safely, it's the most comfortable place you've ever been. Feel the cloud all 

around, how it fits to your body, the beautiful blue sky, the sun shining down, see how 

beautiful is around you, nice gentle breeze blowing, it's the most relaxing place you've ever 

been. Floating very safely and very securely in the sky. I'd like you to imagine now that that 

beautiful cloud slowly descending towards the ground very safely and securely and as it flows 

down towards the ground, as it descends, I'd like you feel yourself relaxing more and more, 

breathing deeper and deeper.  

 

I'd like you to see that cloud drifting around now and as I count from 10 to 1 with which 

number I count you'll feel the cloud going towards the ground. With each number I count feel 

yourself sink twice as deep, every muscle in your body becoming twice as relaxed with every 



number I count you'll feel every muscle in your body twice as relaxed, every nerve in your 

body coming twice as limp, twice as numb, with all the thoughts in your mind, all the cares 

and concerns disappear now as this cloud descends towards the ground. I'd like you to feel 

yourself sinking.  

 

10 feel how good that feels to sink, 9 think what it's going to feel now when you go twice as 

deep, 8 feel what it feels to be twice as relaxed, 7 every muscle in your body twice as limb, 6 

every nerve in your body twice as numb feeling nothing but a nice, warm, tingling glow, 5, 

think about what it's going to feel when we reach the next number, think about going twice as 

deep, 4, deeper and deeper, 3, 2, concentrating all in my voice, 1 completely relaxed, 

completely numb, see yourself on the ground and with every breath you take, sinking deeper 

and deeper, becoming more and more relaxes, because it feels so good to let yourself sing this 

deep.  

 

Feel how deeply you're sinking into that cloud, letting yourself relax so much because it feels 

so good. Only you know how deeply relaxed you'd like to go. I'm here to facilitate that, I'm 

here to help you go even deeper. You know that you'd like to relax more because you feel so 

good, very few people get an opportunity to relax this much, I'm going to offer you the 

opportunity to go much, much deeper and I know you're going to take it. I'd like you to 

imagine that there's a nob on the wall. The nob is numbered from 10 to 1. With each click on 

this nob you feel yourself dropping 5 times deeper.  

 

Every click on the nob you feel every muscle in your body 5 times looser, 5 times more limp, 

5 times more relaxed, every nerve becoming 5 times nummer, it feels so good, I'd like to ask 

you to turn the nob with me. I'd like you to see yourself turning this nob, relaxing you even 

more with every click because you know how deeply relaxed you'd like to be and each time 5 

times deeper. Together we're going to turn it now, 10, think about what is going to happen, 

think about how it's going to feel when you go 5 times deeper, becoming very, very heavy. 

Together we're going to turn it, now 9, 8, feel what's happening with your body each time, 5 

times deeper, 7, every muscle in your body sinking deeper and deeper, 6 every nerve in your 

body completely numb, 5, deeper and deeper, 4, 3, five times deeper, 2, 1, completely relaxed, 

completely limb, completely num.  

 

Feel how good it feels just to let yourself sink deeper and deeper into the most amazing 

relaxed state you've ever been in. It feels so great not to have any cares or worries in the 

world. At this point you should be able to feel your voice inside you, you should feel your 

voice inside you guiding you deeper and deeper with every breath you take sinking deeper 

and deeper, sinking deeper and deeper with every breath you take. I'd like you to imagine now 

that there's nob next to that nob, this is my relaxation nob. I will turn this for you because you 

know that you'd like to relax even more because it feels so good to let yourself sink so much 

deeper. With each click of this nob you're going to feel yourself dropping 10 times deeper. 

Each time I click this nob there's no limit how deeply relaxed you go 10, think about 

becoming 10 times deeper, 10 times more relaxed, becoming heavier and heavier, sinking 

down, 9 deeper and deeper, 8 feel how relaxed you are, 7, deeper and deeper hearing only my 

voice, 6 deeper and deeper now, feel how good it feels to let yourself sink this deep, deeper 

and deeper, deeper and deeper, 5, deeper and deeper, feel how good it feels to let yourself 

relax and go this deep, 4, deeper and deeper, feel what it's doing to your body, to your mind, 

feel my voice inside you, 3, deeper and deeper, feel how good that feels, 2 almost completely 

relaxed, completely num, completely limb and here we go, final number, 1.  

 



Concentrate on my voice, let me take you even deeper. I'd like you to imagine now that I've 

tied a balloon to your right wrist. In a moment this balloon is going to lift your right arm 

straight up into the air because it is so light. I'd like you to feel this balloon lifting your arm up 

in the air as I count from one to 10. This balloon will lift your arm straight in the air with each 

number I count sinking 10 times deeper. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10.  

 

Feel how nice it feels, that balloon has lifted your arm into the air, very slowly it's going to 

descent towards the ground, very slowly as I count from 10 to 1, you'll feel it slowly 

descending taking you 10 times deeper with each number 10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1, completely 

limb, deeper and deeper. Feel how good it feels to let yourself go that much deeper. Now this 

is very important, I need you to concentrate on my voice and feel my voice inside you. This is 

very important, this is a post-hypnotic suggestion, this always works whether you're awake or 

asleep, especially if you're awake, no matter what you're doing, no matter what you're 

thinking. Each and every time I and only I snap and say the word "sleep" you feel as if we've 

pulled the power plug out of your body, instantly every muscle in your body, instantly drops 

limb, every nerve in your body, instantly goes numb, every thought in your mind instantly 

disappears, it's your cue to return to this most amazing relaxed state and this is very important, 

each and every time I and only I snap and say to word "sleep" you go 20 times deeper. In a 

moment I'm going to snap and say the word "sleep" and what I do, I'd like you to feel exactly 

what just happened to your body because it will feel even stronger every time. Sleep.  

 

Deeper and deeper. Feel how good that feels, every time I and only I snap and say sleep. 

Deeper and deeper, feel how good it feels to SLEEP. Deeper and deeper SLEEP. You know, 

each and every time I and only I snap and say the word SLEEP you drop 20 times deeper 

whether you're awake or asleep, no matter what you're doing or what you're thinking, feel 

what just happens to your body, your mind, feel how relaxed you become, SLEEP. 20 times 

deeper, now, SLEEP. Deeper and deeper, SLEEP. You know, SLEEP, each and every, 

SLEEP, time, SLEEP, whether you're awake or asleep, SLEEP, no matter what you're doing 

and what you're thinking SLEEP, 20 times deeper, feel what's happening, SLEEP, 20 times 

deeper, SLEEP, concentrating on my voice and feel your voice inside you, deeper and deeper 

SLEEP.  

 

I'd like you to imagine that the sexiest man in the entire world is coming up to you and he 

wants to give you the best massage that you've ever felt in your life. I'd like you to feel him 

massaging you now. Let your body react. It's the best massage, he knows every part of your 

body, I'd like you to see another incredibly, incredibly sexy man, coming over to rub you and 

feel him rubbing you as well. Now, I'd like you to see another two incredibly sexy men 

rubbing you, now. 4 sexiest men in the world are rubbing your body now. They want you to 

relax even more, feel how relaxed you are, going deeper and deeper with every rub. I'd like 

you to see another 4 incredibly sexy men, the 8 sexiest men in the entire world rubbing your 

body, now. Concentrate on my voice and feel my voice inside you. Each and every time I and 

only I snap and say the word MASSAGE you feel the 8 sexiest men in the entire world giving 

you the best massage you've ever felt and each and every time I and only I snap and say the 

word MASSAGE it feels 10 times better. MASSAGE, and SLEEP. Instantly, completely limb 

and completely num. Instantly, SLEEP. Instantly every muscle in your body drops limb, 

SLEEP. Every thought in your mind instantly disappears, SLEEP. Every nerve instantly num, 

SLEEP. MASSAGE, SLEEP, instantly, SLEEP. The instant I snap and say the word SLEEP, 

you feel a power has been pulled out of every muscle in your body, SLEEP. Each and every 

time I and only I use any of the post- hypnotic suggestions they are 10 times stronger than 



they've ever been. Whether you're awake or asleep when I say the word MASSAGE, you'll 

feel it 10 times better than you ever did. SLEEP.  

 

Only when I snap and say the word MASSAGE, SLEEP. Deeper and deeper. MASSAGE, 

feeling your feet, your legs, your back, your chest, your stomach, your neck, MASSAGE, 10 

times better, each time, whether you're awake or asleep, 10 times better, MASSAGE  

 

, SLEEP. Deeper and deeper. In a moment I'm going to count from 3 to 1. When I reach 

number 1 and not until I reach the number 1 you will be wild awake, feeling great, you will 

remember everything and you'll be begging me to put you back to sleep. Begging, saying 

anything, doing anything, you're desperate to go back to sleep, knowing the instant I snap my 

fingers and say the word SLEEP you drop 20 times deeper. SLEEP.  

 

When I reach the number 1 you will be begging me to put you back to sleep, knowing the 

instant I snap my fingers, every muscle in your body drops limb, every nerve in your body 

instantly goes num and you go 20 times deeper. In a moment I am going to count from 3 to 1, 

when I reach the number 1 you will be wild awake, feeling absolutely great, better than you've 

ever felt, begging me to put you back to sleep, you can't wait to go back to sleep, you're so 

excited,3,2,1. How are you feeling?  

 

Woman: Fantastic.  

 
Yeah? What do you remember? [she's laughing] Wow, what just happened? It was just 

amazing, my God. Do it again, I just want to go off, I just want to feel that again. Can you do 

that again please? Well, I don't know. What do you remember? I remember this amazing 

feeling of like… deep relaxation, I've never thought anything like it in my life, it was just like 

just sinking down in like the softest bed you could imagine. you know like… 

 

Yeah? SLEEP, 20 times deeper, SLEEP, deeper and deeper SLEEP, 20 times deeper. 

Instantly, SLEEP. Deeper and deeper, SLEEP, MASSAGE. See the incredibly sexy men 

rubbing you, now I want you to feel you're starting to get turn on a little bit, I want you to feel 

one of them starting to lick you, now they're all starting to lick you, this is very important, this 

is very important, this is a post-hypnotic suggestion. Each and every time, I snap and say 

10,000 tongues you instantly feel 10,000 tongues on every inch of your body.  

 

Every sensitive area, licking your neck, licking your nipples, licking your clit, licking your 

pussy, tonguing out your asshole, licking between your toes, licking your ears, your lips and 

each and every time I and only I snap and say 10,000 tongues it feels 10 times better. Here we 

go. 10,000 tongues, 10 times better each time I say 10,000 tongues, feel it inside you, 10,000 

tongues…[at this point she's on the couch, with her short skirt up, legs apart, rocking as if a 

man is on top of her having sex with her…she's obviously extremely turned on] 

 

SLEEP. 20 times deeper, …[at this point she just instantly stops] 

 

SLEEP, deeper and deeper, SLEEP. This works even stronger if you're awake, all of my post-

hypnotic suggestions work even stronger when you're awake. In a moment I am going to 

count from 3 to 1.  

 



When I say ONE you will be wide awake and you will be begging me to put you back to 

sleep. 3,2,1. How do you feel? Wow, that was just incredible.  

 

What? What just happened, tell me. I had like only all these tongues, all over me, every inch 

of my body, but my body was left untouched. It's, I can't believe it. How many tongues? It felt 

like 10,000. Really, 10,000 tongues?  What's happening? And SLEEP, deeper and deeper, 20 

times deeper, deeper and deeper with every breath sinking deeper and deeper, 20 times deeper  

 

SLEEP, deeper and deeper, deeper and deeper, SLEEP, deeper and deeper, SLEEP. 

Concentrate on my voice, 10,000 tongues, concentrate on my voice, SLEEP, deeper and 

deeper, this is very important, I'd like you to think about the most you've ever needed sex, the 

horniest you've ever been in your life, each and every time I and only I, this is a post-hypnotic 

suggestion, each and every time I and only I ask ARE YOU HORNY, that's your magic 

question.  

 

Each and every time I and only I ask the magic question you feel 1000 times hornier than 

you've ever felt in your life and it gets exponentially strong, it's so strong it devours your 

whole body. When I ask you that question I want you to feel the muscles inside you clenching 

and releasing, the muscles in your legs and feet, clenching and releasing, every muscle, every 

fiber of you needs sex and it gets 1000 times stronger each time I ask you that question. 

10,000 tongues, I'm going to ask you a question now, ARE YOU HORNY. What just 

happened to your body, think about what just happened to your body.  

 

Think about what just happened to your body. I want you now to see the sexiest men in the 

entire world, I want you to see them coming up to you, you want them so much, ARE YOU 

HORNY, 1000 times hornier, ARE YOU HORNY, you want to fuck them so much, ARE 

YOU HORNY? I want you to feel it now putting his cock inside you, now.  

 

It's perfect, everything is perfect. ARE YOU HORNY, concentrate on my voice, feel my 

voice inside you, this is a post-hypnotic suggestion, each and every time I snap and say the 

word FUCKING you feel that you're getting fucked by the perfect guy and each and every 

time I snap and say the word fucking, it gets 10 times stronger, FUCKING. Whether you're 

awake or asleep, concentrate on my voice, 10 times stronger, FUCKING, concentrate on my 

voice, this is a post-hypnotic suggestion, this is incredibly important, your magic word is  

CA-POW, each and every time I and only I use your magic word you explode in an orgasm 

100 times than anything you've ever fucked in your life.  

 

I will use your magic word SLEEP, deeper and deeper, while you're sleeping you won't be 

able to open your eyes, FUCKING, 10 times better than any fucking you've ever felt, 

remember when I and only I say the word FUCKING, you feel hitting your G-spot and your 

clit at the same time. Hitting your G-spot with every thrust, feel how good that feels, 

FUCKING, 10 times better, when I use your magic word, you feel it ripped through your 

body stronger than anything you've ever felt. I'm gonna use it at the moment, when I do it, 

you feel (11:10). 5, you're on the edge now, 4, FUCKING, 3,2,1, CA-POW.  

 

[at this point she has an orgasm] 

 

SLEEP, deeper and deeper, 20 times deeper with every breath you take. SLEEP, 20 times 

deeper. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The video continues… The hypnotist keeps going through 

a similar process of making her sleep, waking her up, 

getting her to imagine sexual pleasure, and so on. The 

orgasms progressively get more intense - until she is 

naked and you can see her pussy quivering. 

 

Again, I no longer have the video that the guy sent 

me. If you're familiar with this and you've seen it, 

too, let me know where to get it.  

 

I would be curious to see it again.  

 

At any rate, it's impressive. Personally, I'm not 

really interested in 'talking a woman into an orgasm'.  

 

There are many factors that would have to be in place.  

 

However, as far as getting a woman horny with your 

words, that is obviously MUCH EASIER to do than to get 

a woman to have an orgasm with words.  

 

Now, as far as having conversations (that are similar 

in structure to hypnosis) where you are accessing her 

imagination and getting her to feel good and excited 

about sex, I think every guy should know how to do 

that or at a minimum 'know some effective ways' to get 

a woman turned on.  

 
The interesting part about this is that he uses a 

similar structure that I often do which is a pleasure 

phase first (green part) → and then a craving phase 

(maroon part) 

 

Those are two things to creatively vary for: 

 

1. Building attraction 

2. Getting her sexually 

3. Making sex more stimulating (via penetration sex) 

 

 

 

 



 

 


